3 the self-hatred imposed by Victorian culture" onto the homosexual subject (Andrew-Cooper 2010: 85). 1 As numerous critics have noted, Wilde's novel was published five years prior to the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1895 which criminalised male homosexuality, and the example made of his life and work from the publication of Dorian Gray onwards are widely credited with instating homosexuality as a distinct sexual and social identity (Frankel 2011: 7) . Indeed, the story of Wilde's subsequent downfall-his scandalous public 'outing' (to use a modern term), his prosecution, imprisonment, and lonely death in a seedy hotel room in Paris in 1900, did little to sustain Wilde as a Victorian villain for the nineteenth, twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
2 Instead, these tragic events have made him "the archetypal gay martyr" (Elfenbein 2014: n. p) celebrate what was referred to during the trials of 1895 as '"Love that dare not speak its name"' (Bristow 1997: 196) . Instead, the heterosexualisation of Dorian Gray's afterlives speak to Thomas Piontek's assertion that claims of "seismic shifts in social attitudes towards homosexuality [in British and American film] are greatly exaggerated" (Piontek 2012: 123) .
Notwithstanding this, William Everson asserts that "the activities of the bad guys tell
us far more about the changing mores and morals of our times than a similar study of the good guys ever do [sic] " (Everson 1964: xi However, Dorian's knowing inappropriateness is supplemented by an appeal to Sybil's 'common' sense as well as heart: "we shouldn't be afraid of our feelings, Syb" (Parker 2009: 26:32) . Initially silent, Sybil conveys that she understands the social and political implications of his proposal, responding that "it is just that I've seen other girls.
They give themselves…I've seen what becomes of them" (Parker 2009: 26:35 
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Clarence Wainwright Murphy's lyrics to 'Little Yellow Bird', written specifically for the production, provide an analogy for the relationship between Dorian and Sybil. The song describes an exchange between a "weather beaten sparrow" and a beautiful "little yellow bird" (clearly, a decadent canary) that is "struck by Cupid's arrow" (Lewin 1945: 15:19, 16:17) . The sparrow appeals to the yellow canary to share his golden cage with him, but the "common sparrow" refuses the space with "a bird with blood so blue", opting instead for life on "a leafless tree, [rather] than a prisoner be, in a cage of gold" (Lewin 1945: 16:18) . What is important about these lyrics is how they map onto the sexual politics of Lewin's film; Dorian is the decadent canary and Sybil the agentic sparrow.
Pre-armed with this musical context, Lewin's portrayal of Dorian's seduction of Sybil thus retains a focus on his villainy by emphasising how his behaviours are cruel. After a romantic evening in which Sybil had met Henry and Basil (and they had approved of her, a distinct difference to Wilde's original text where they are dumbfounded by her inability to act), Dorian callously changes the mood by testing his fiancé's virtue: "what would you do, Sybil, if I should say to you don't leave me now, don't go home" (Lewin 1945: 35:09) . Her response to this is telling and adds to Dorian's knowing cruelty: there is a close-up camera shot that traces her smile fade and sadden slowly, moving from a broad and buoyant gaze to a heart-breaking downward glance. Dorian's villainy is emphasised, too, by his cold repetition of his enquiry: "what would you do, Sybil?" (Lewin, 1945 , n.p, added emphasis). The question, however, is greeted by silence. By framing Sybil's seduction in this way Lewin underlines the brutality of Dorian's experiment. Sybil is not as self-sufficient as the little yellow bird of her song, but she is also not as easily swayed as Parker's Sybil. Indeed, the subsequent scene emphasises this by subtly recasting this pivotal moment in his downfall as one of equal degeneration between consenting adults. By any feminist standards, this is not 'good'; Dorian does exploit Sybil through this cruel test (something heightened by the way in which he discards her the following day), but where Parker shows Sybil's sexuality as vulnerable to male exploitation and the apparent power of romantic cliché, Lewin (at least) gives Sybil a choice in the loss of her virginity.
Significantly, Lewin emphasises Dorian's particular villainy here through an extended scene devoid of dialogue but presided over by the foreboding sound of Frédéric Chopin's Prélude Op. 28: 24" (the 'Allegro appassionato'). Having been propositioned sexually by Dorian, Sybil moves to leave and return home, but she changes her mind, gingerly walking back to him at the piano where he plays Chopin's haunting piece, thus implying her sexual consent. The camera in this scene provides a suggestive shot from Dorian's seated perspective: Sybil's shadow enters the room before she does, and all that is visible of her are her exposed ankles as she lifts her gown to walk. The revelation of flesh is clearly not intended to titillate the audience in the same way as the fully-displayed Sybil in Parker's movie. But, coupled with the darkness of the shadow, the scene denotes Sybil's loss of purity and Dorian's descent into degeneracy.
True villainy: scapegoating queerness
Returning to Parker's film, the director and his screenwriter, Toby Finlay, undercut the This is perhaps the one point in the film where Parkers overtly equates Dorian's sexual practices with villainy, but its effect is entirely homophobic since it centers on an abuse of male power. Basil's dialogue afterwards underlines this point, as he tells Dorian, "When I look at you I find it hard to imagine that I know you are treating people poorly, even me, when I ask you the small favour to loan me my own picture", words that also point to the long-standing notion that villainy is typically inscribed on the body and which Wilde's novel plays upon (Parker 2009: 53:53) . Interestingly, in his review of the film, Rich Cline also acknowledges the "bizarrely homophobic undertone" at play in "the only gay scene" in the film, but goes further in arguing that it constitutes "a power-play rape" (Cline 2009 : n. p).
Cline does not elaborate on this point. While I do not share his perspective here because, in my view, Basil consents to their sexual exchange, nonetheless the director's decision to focus on exploitation in relation to gay oral sex is instructive, for it is recalls Attwood's important observation that despite the sexual permissiveness of new lad culture, 'the real remaining taboo is on male penetration' (Attwood 2005: 87) .
As if endorsing Henley's early equation of homosexuality with vulgarity, the scenes immediately following Dorian's receipt of oral sex from Basil culminate in his being violent to another male partygoer. Fondling the chain around Dorian's neck, attached to which is the key to Dorian's attic where the infamous picture is stored, the unnamed man whispers to the decadent dandy, "I know the secret to your soul", words that are both sexually playful and implicitly suggestive of the idea that Dorian enjoys male sexual attention (Parker, 2009: 59:12) . Dorian overreacts violently, attacking the man by swinging his neck back and shouting at him "Don't ever touch that. Ever." (Parker 2009: 52: 24) . The suggestion of these words is twofold. Dorian is (evidently) sensitive about access to the attic room in which his portrait is kept since the Gothic portrait -replete with falling maggots -bears witness to his sins. Moreover, this domestic space is also where the young Dorian was physically abused as a child, thus there is a suggestion of self-protection is implied in Dorian's vehement reaction.
However, because the scene follows immediately on from Dorian's receipt of oral sex from Basil (it is the same hedonistic party), the words are also homoerotically suggestive. The reference to a "secret" plays on the suggestive coding of homosexuality at play in Wilde's original novel (Parker 2009: 52: 15) . But this is not the case here since the fierceness of Dorian's rebuke serves only to dismiss the unwanted (physical) attention he is receiving from another man, and his violence towards him coupled with the vehemence of his instruction are a double entendre about Dorian's body, specifically his genitals (Parker 2009: 52: 24) . The effect of this scene, therefore, shores up Dorian's heterosexuality, reaffirming him as a 'lad', while implicitly denoting his abusive mistreatment of Basil. In this sequence, then, sexuality is equated with villainy, but only in homophobic terms.
Concluding Dorian's Terror
Whereas Wilde's text and Lewin's film end with Dorian's recognition of his own corruption, Parker's film is entirely ambivalent about the extent of the protagonist's villainy. Dorian departs from London and returns some years later, announcing to Henry that he is "tired" of life (Parker 2009: 1:07:56) . This disclosure, however, comes only after the viewer has experienced another soft-porn montage of Dorian's sexual exploits in the interim years, scenes that intercut sexualised images with willing acts of thuggish violence. The combination creations an uneasy effect that concurrently recalls the accepted brutality of male violence in David Fincher's Fight Club (1999) and the absurdity of rapid sexist montages in British comedy television from the 1970s, specifically as seen in The Benny Hill Show. Indeed, Dorian's comment that he is "tired" implies only that his hedonism has peaker and not necessarily any self-realisation of his mindless immorality, but rather through a new found apathy to his 'sex, drugs and "rock 'n' roll" lifestyle (Parker 2009 Further, the decision to make Dorian's reign stretch into the twentieth century, and to make Emily Wotton something of a Suffragette (which her father frowns upon) also function as part of the said 'wink wink' to the audience. The implication here is that every age has its Dorian Gray and/or Henry Wotton, a notion which perhaps also makes the film not simply neo-Victorian but neo-historical (or ahistorical), implying a transhistorical constant of male license and debauchery. From a feminist perspective, Dorian (and indeed Henry) is a sexist villain and a film that glamourises such questionable behaviour unproblematically is culpable in this villainy. If, however, as Everson proposed, the role of the villain is instructive in revealing the "the changing mores and morals of our times" (Everson, 1964, xi) , then
Parker's adaptation suggests that future neo-Victorian reworking of Wilde's novel may have to find madder and even 'badder' ways of conceptualising Dorian's villainy.
